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INTRODUCTION
“Leading systems integrator with a growing team
of over 35 office staff and technicians”

Konextions

				
was formed in 2003 by the
current Managing Director, Ian Myles.
After several years providing different services to property
and construction clients, it became clear that there were
many different people involved in a project when there
was no need. Having witnessed the difficulties that arose
from multiple contractors working on a project, Konexions
was born to provide all the Audio Visual, Electrical and
infrastructure services under one umbrella. By bringing all
the services together it made the process much simpler,
and removed many of the problems and difficulties of
multi contractor projects.
Since its establishment in 2003 Konextions has gained
many accreditations, and works with the industries leading
manufacturers.
By remaining vendor neutral, Konextions can offer the best
solution for you, and not try to make something fit that
may not be right for you. Konextions are proud members
of NIC/EIC, CEDIA , and ECA. As well as achieving the
Control4 Diamond Dealer status, we work with leading
manufacturers including KNX, Crestron and Lutron.

01932 483200
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The company has a growing team, with over 35
employees across administrative and technical
departments.

WHAT WE DO
“We offer a full service from consultation and design of systems for all
projects.”
Konextions offer a full range of services across both Audio Visual and Electrical
services. From initial consultation, design, installation, through to after sales
support. Working with end clients, interior designers, architects and building
contractors, to offer a full end to end service for their particular project.
Each project is completely different, and by being brand neutral we can provide
the right products according to design, function and budget.
The services provided by Konextions includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design and consultation services
Wired and wireless network infrastructure
Multi Zone audio
TV and Media distribution
Home cinema / Media room
Lighting control
Whole home automation
Environmental control ( HVAC )
Security and CCTV
Gate / Door entry
Full electrical services

By offering the full range of services, we can ensure compatibility of the different
aspects of your project. Making integration seamless and the system streamlined
and simple to use.
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LIGHTING
Intelligent Lighting System
Lighting is a key and often overlooked part of
any home. Good lighting design, stylish fittings,
and smooth operation can really transform your
project.
Intelligent lighting can allow you to control the
mood within the room, changing the lighting to
predefined levels depending on its use, at the
touch of a button.
A single press can dim the main pendant, turn
off the downlights, and turn on the wall lights to
a predefined level. You can also integrate you
audio visual equipment through your automation
system so that the same press could switch on the
TV or start your audio. The possibilities are endless.
With security in mind , it is also possible to control
the lighting from your mobile device. So if you
forget to turn off the lights, no problem. If you
arrive home late, you can turn on the lights prior to
your arrival . They can also be set to turn on and
off automatically, giving the impression there is
someone home.
With the options now available for intelligent ,
controllable lighting , it is important to ensure
that the right system is chosen for your project.
Konextions can help you with all aspects of
lighting within your property, through lighting
design to fittings and control.

01932 483200
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AUDIO & VISUAL
Audio at your finger tips
Whether it is background
music in your kitchen, or
audiophile quality sound,
Konextions can help.
Distribute your audio
throughout your home. Have
the same music playing in
every room as you entertain,
each with its own volume
level. Then the next day
everyone can play their own
music in different rooms,
perfect for the family or when
you have visitors. The flexibility
of a multi-zone audio system
allows complete flexibility of
what you listen to and where.

Dedicated music servers can
hold thousands of tracks, listen
to the inbuilt internet radio
with a huge variety of stations,
or stream through services
such as Spotify or Napster
straight from your mobile.
Distribute your TV and media
sources throughout your
property, all from a central
location. Using your network
infrastructure to distribute up
to 4k TV around the home.
No longer do you need a Sky
box, Apple TV, media player
or DVD at each TV location.
By centralising all your
equipment it helps to keep
rooms clear of boxes and
cables that can become
unsightly. Control everything
from a single remote, or
touchscreen device.

01932 483200
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CINEMA
A good reason to stay in

Why go out, when you can
experience the full magic of
the cinema in your own home
surrounded by your family and
friends.
With stunning high-resolution images
and Dolby surround sound, for that
fully immersive experience.
With everything that there is to
consider for your dedicated cinema
room, it is important to get it right first
time.
The seating, acoustic treatments,
projector and cinema screen. With
a wide range of audio solutions
suited for all budgets.
Every cinema is different, so why not
let Konextions help you achieve that
amazing experience?

01932 483200
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SMART HOME AUTOMATION

TELECOMS & DATA

Integrate your home as one
With the diverse range
of technology available
for today’s homes, it
can often be confusing.
Wall mounted panels,
sensors, displays, and
remotes for each
device. They all look
different, and all
operate via their own
control. This makes for a
poor user experience,
and can often lead
to the technology not
being used.
By bringing all these
systems and devices
together, it makes the
use of technology so
much easier.
A single touchscreen
device or remote
to control all the
technology within
your home. Including
the audio, TV, lighting,
heating or blinds.
Decluttering the home,
making technology as
much a part of it as the
fixtures and fittings.

Networks are designed and
installed by us using the highest
grade cables which ensures the
cables can be used for multiple
devices needing structured
cabling.
The cables are tested
throughout to ensure they deliver
to the highest standards.
We choose network switches
that will allow a high speed, low
maintenance network.
The network infrastructure forms the
backbone of any smart home, so it is
essential to get this designed correctly
right from the start. Not just looking at
any immediate requirements but looking
towards future uses and advancements
in technology.
Konextions will work with you to look at
your requirement, both now and future
usage. Once we have a thorough
understanding of what you are looking to
achieve, we can build the ideal network
for you. Taking into account any TV
distribution, control, data requirements,
and connectivity for any audio
streaming.
Our design teams will look at all aspects
of the system to ensure it can handle
the requirements of your installation, and
produce a cabling drawing to ensure
that nothing is overlooked and positioned
where you need it.

Technology should be simple, natural to use. If it becomes too complicated or confusing
then it becomes unused. There are a number of different options when it comes to
automating your home, Konextions can help you decide which option would work best for
you.

01932 483200
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SECURITY

CCTV

An intelligent CCTV system can
be integrated into your home
solution, and accessed through
screens within your property or on
mobile devices when you are out
or away. Giving you full visibility of
what is happening in real time.

Gate Entry

A gate entry system can be a
welcome addition to prevent
unwanted access to your
property.
Konextions can advise on the most
suitable systems for your property ,
depending on your requirements.

The safety and security of those closest to us is of paramount importance, so being
able to integrate this as part of your smart home can offer peace of mind.
The system can send you alerts for a range of predefined trigger actions, making
you aware of any potential intruders or suspicious activity around your property.

Systems can be operated
through keypad, proximity
detection, remotes, or through
number plate recognition
when used in conjunction with
a suitable CCTV system.

01932 483200
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ELECTRICAL

HVAC
Most of the energy used in today’s home
goes into heating the space. By properly
managing the consumption of energy, this
can be dramatically reduced by up to 30%

Electrical design & installation
Konextions has its own team of inhouse
electricians, ensuring that the our work
always meets the highest standards.
Offering a full range of electrical
services, for all types of residential or
commercial projects. From new build
developments, bespoke residential, office
fit outs, refurbishments and multi dwelling
properties, we have experience with all
property types large and small.

By installing an intelligent system
into your home, you can control
the heating, cooling and hot
water at the touch of a button.
Konextions can help you design
and implement these through a
simple to use interface, linked to
your home automation system.

Our design approach focusses on
understanding the exact requirement
for your electrical installation. Ensuring
that any design will meet with current
regulations.
It is essential that the design takes in all
requirements including small power,
lighting, AC, ventilation, and any HVAC
system.

OUR DEMO ROOM
We have a state of the art
demonstration room. The room
was designed to show concepts of
integration, lighting control, heating
control, a media room environment
and a full Dolby Atmos cinema
system.
The room allows you to experience
the different concepts in a relaxed
atmosphere, to allow you to
discuss your project and how the
technology can work for you

To arrange an appointment please
either call the office on 01932 342373 or
email info@konextions.co.uk

01932 483200
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EATON PARK

Client

Aspire/ Private Client

KONEXTIONS WORKS COMPLETED
LIGHTING

ELECTRICAL

SMART HOME AUTOMATION

TELECOMS & DATA

AUDIO AND VISUAL

FIRE & SECURITY

CINEMA

CCTV

01932 483200
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THE WONDER
OF WYECLIFFE

01932 483200

O

n the corner of Queens
and York Roads in the town
of Weybridge stands a
midnight blue art studio called the
Wyecliffe Galleries. Passing within,
you discover that it’s actually
a series of interlocking gallery
spaces, each with its own unique
ambiance.

What makes this place so special is
the lighting—and what makes the
lighting so special is Control4.
When Wyecliffe owner Benjamin
Fry renovated this warehouse, he
wanted to do something special:
create a lighting system that could
illuminate the artwork with light of
varying color temperatures: warm
indoor light, cool outdoor light, or
any combination of the two. To
design and install that system, Fry
turned to Ian Myles of Konextions.

F

ry Say’s. “The way Control4
enables us to utilize that space
has been excellent. You see,
the Studio isn’t always open. But
sometimes we get a client in the
main gallery who says, ‘I need
some oversized pieces for a new
property. Do you have anything on
that scale?’ “Those kinds of larger
paintings are showcased in the
Studio. And that’s where Control4
comes in. While I socialize with the
client on the long walk back to the
space, I can pull out my iPhone, and
with the push of a button, the Studio
comes to life. We have an “entry”
scene already programmed in
Control4, so the Sonos starts playing
music, the lights on the paintings
activate in a perfectly balanced
tableau, and the heaters have
warmed the place up by the time
we walk through the door.
” Control4 for the win!

The Studio
at Wyecliffe
has become
Weybridge’s
premier
gallery
space, thanks
to its cuttingedge lighting
system and
Control4
automation.

01932 483200
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In Partnership with:

Control4 develops smart home automation
systems to control lighting, entertainment,
security, energy, and other connected
devices.

Crestron Electronics is a company that
manufactures systems for home automation
and audio/video control.

Lutron is the leader in the lighting control
industry and offers a wide selection of
energy saving dimmers and lighting control
solutions.

Savant's premium home automation
experience offers personalization features
that make the difference between a smart
home and a Savant Home

KNX is the leading communication protocol
in the European & Chinese smart homes /
light commercial market.

Kaleidescape designs multi-room home
entertainment server systems that store and
stream video and audio content to "player"
appliances connected to televisions.

A way of inventing, designing and building
loudspeakers superior in sound quality and
aesthetics unlike any other.

State of the art projector/projection
screens for commercial and residential use.
Including the award winning Black Diamond
screen, motorized screens & more

Call to Action
We can provide a one stop service for your
project, from concept through to design,
installation, commissioning and finally ongoing
maintenance.
We believe in specifying the right product for the project, listening to you and designing a
solution around your lifestyle and the design of your home.
If you would like further details on any of our services, please contact us on 01932 483200 or
info@konextions.co.uk.

Proud Members of:
Contact details
Tel:
01932 483200
Email:
info@konextions.co.uk

Registration details
Registered in England:4967986
VAT number:GB824499303

Head Office:
Konextions Ltd
3 Glen Court
Canada Road
Byfleet
Surrey
KT14 7JL
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